Team Name______________________________________________

VAGUELY STAMFORD BRIDGE
Every question or answer has a tentative link to the Battle of Stamford Bridge.

1

Which English county is represented by
this heraldic white rose?

2

In the game of darts, what is the highest possible score
with three darts?

3

Who is this aristocratic reality TV
personality?

4

Which country has won the Eurovision Song Contest with
“La Det Swinge” by Bobbysocks, “Nocturne” by Secret
Garden and “Fairytale” by Alexander Rybak?

5

What was the name of the character
played by Ian Smith in Australian soap
opera Neighbours?

6

The original Westminster Abbey was built as a royal
burial church by which monarch?

7

Formed in Barnsley in
1977, what is the name of
this NWOBHM band led
by Biff Byford?

8

What nationality was polar explorer Roald Amundsen?

9

Which British statesman founded Singapore?

10

What is the highest ever attendance at Chelsea’s
Stamford Bridge stadium to the nearest thousand?
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ANSWERS
VAGUELY STAMFORD BRIDGE
Every question or answer has a tentative link to the Battle of Stamford Bridge.

1

Which English county is
represented by this heraldic white
rose?

2

In the game of darts, what is the highest possible
score with three darts?

3

Who is this aristocratic reality TV
personality?

4

5

Which country has won the Eurovision Song Contest
with “La Det Swinge” by Bobbysocks, “Nocturne” by
Secret Garden and “Fairytale” by Alexander Rybak?
What was the name of the
character played by Ian Smith in
Australian soap opera
Neighbours?

6

The original Westminster Abbey was built as a royal
burial church by which monarch?

7

Formed in Barnsley
in 1977, what is the
name of this
NWOBHM band led
by Biff Byford?

Yorkshire

180 (Harold’s march as
approximately 180 miles)

Francis Fulford

Norway

Harold Bishop

Edward the Confessor

Saxon

8

What nationality was polar explorer Roald
Amundsen?

9

Which British statesman founded Singapore?

10

What is the highest ever attendance at Chelsea’s
Stamford Bridge stadium to the nearest thousand?
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Norwegian

Stamford Raffles

82,905
(Chelsea vs. Arsenal, 12
Oct 1935)

